Learning by watching river videos. What will you learn today?

**Video clips found in this location:**
http://www.3dgeography.co.uk/#!river-videos/c1fhs

**Search engine:**
3d geography river videos

**Your tasks:**
1. Watch the video clips in order.
2. Think of two or three new things that you have learnt from watching the videos.
3. Repeat with next video. Watch each video till the end. All videos take 38 minutes to watch.

---

**An introduction to river words**

I learnt that:

---

**Rivers and the water cycle**

I learnt that:

---

**Watersheds and drainage basins**

I learnt that:

---

**Waterfalls – geology and formation**

I learnt that:
River oxbow lakes
I learnt that:

A braided river valley
I learnt that:

Floods in Bangladesh & River flooding in Britain
I learnt that:

River management
I learnt that:

The Orinoco river
I learnt that:

Lower course – River Severn & Upper course – River Severn
I learnt that:
Notes to the teacher:

Prior to the lesson:
- Check that the videos are viewable on your pupils’ tablet PCs / computers. Some school’s safer internet settings prevent videos being viewed.

At the start of the lesson, demonstrate to the pupils the following:
- How to get to the web page.
- How to adjust the volume on their tablet PC / computer.
- That videos open in a new tab and how to go back to the main website for the next video link.
- Stress benefit of avoiding information they already know, might be deemed easy or unrelated to rivers.
- That it is important to watch each video to the end.

We recommend:
- That all pupils use headphones.

Useful tips:
- Can be started in school and finished for homework.
- Makes a good introduction to rivers or a good revision lesson about rivers prior to a test at the end of a topic.

Please note:
- Flash is needed. Some versions of Internet Explorer seem not to work. Chrome or newer browsers like Firefox seem to work best.